Office of Children’s Affairs (OCA) 2A/Healthy Lifestyles
Grant Reporting
(For OCA grantees only)

If your organization is an Office of Children’s (OCA) grantee, you will be required to submit your grant reports through DAAconnect. This will make the reporting process quicker and easier for grantees, plus it will provide more accurate attendance data. The first set of grant reports using the new system will be due at the end of the 2019-2020 school year.

Requirements to use this DAAconnect feature:

☐ An organizational Conditions of Use Form must be completed and approved

☐ Organizations must update DAAconnect Directory profiles at least three times per year

☐ Organizations must use the Youth Registration and Attendance feature. Note: a city contract and certificate of insurance showing proof of cyber liability coverage is required.

For additional questions, please contact: DAAconnect@denvergov.org | 720.913.0893